Introduction to CMS and
web applications
Content Management

Content Management Systems
• The term “Content Management System” refers to a web
application that runs on a server and helps site owners manage
their website content.
• The term used to be specific to applications such as Drupal and
Joomla! Which are specifically designed for this purpose.
• Recently, the term has become more fuzzy as many applications
now include content management capabilities and others have
evolved to incorporate them.
• WordPress (originally designed as a blog) is now considered a CMS
and forum software like vBulletin and IPB now include CMS
components.
• We should probably consider the term to mean any application that
helps website owners and users manage their content without
having to code manually.

What are web applications?
• A web application is any script, or script and
database combination that performs a specific
task within a browser.
• They come in all shapes and sizes from simple
PHP scripts that you have written yourself to
large, widely used applications like webmail,
blogs and content management systems.
• Although web apps can use any appropriate
technology, LAMP is the most common
platform.

Where do I get web applications?
There are a number of options. You could:
make them yourself.
employ a developer to make one for you.
search for a suitable solution at
HotScripts.com.
• use one of the well-known brands of
application e.g. WordPress for a blog or phpBB
for a bulletin board.
•
•
•
•

descending order

Making your own...

Intelligent FAQ page
Say you wanted a page of FAQs
to react to the frequency with
which each question was
asked so that the most
common questions appeared
at the top of the page and the
less frequent questions
towards the bottom (below
the fold).
Design: A random selection of
FAQs is shown on every page
on the site and the answer
page reacts to the number of
clicks each question link gets.
random selection

Database Structure

The database has 5 fields:
faq_id: an unique identifier for each row
question: the text for the question
answer: the markup for the answer
count: the number of times the question link has been clicked
date_clicked: the timestamp for the most recent click (useful but not used)

Database Data

There are currently 14 questions and answers in the faq table.

Connecting to the database
<?php
# define database credentials as constants
define ('DB_HOST', 'localhost');
define ('DB_USER', 'username');
define ('DB_PASSWORD', 'strongpass');
define ('DB_NAME', 'mydatabase');
# link to the database
$link = mysqli_connect(DB_HOST, DB_USER, DB_PASSWORD, DB_NAME) or die ('Cannot connect to database.');
?>

This script is the only code in a file
called db_link.inc.php, which is
placed in a folder above web root.
This is good practice and a sensible
security measure.
This file will be used as an include
anytime we need to connect to the
database; it defines the database
credentials as constants (define)
and uses them to make the
connection.

A script to list random questions
This include is called from the
sidebar where we want the
questions to appear.
<h2>Frequently<br />asked questions</h2>
<ul class="faq">
<?php
# link to the database: $link
require ('/home/website/config_files/db_link.inc.php');
# query and results set for new forum threads
$query = "SELECT * FROM faq ORDER BY RAND() LIMIT 6";
$result = mysqli_query($link, $query) or die ('Error querying database.');

The script includes db_link.inc.php
and selects 6 random questions.
It then uses a while loop to create a
list item for each question and adds
an “id” parameter to the question
link: faq_count.php?id=faq_id
which will enable the faq_count
script to find the right question.

# for each row, set array values to variables and build list item
while ($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result))
{
$faq_id = $row['faq_id'];
$question = $row['question'];
echo " <li><a href=\"/includes/faq_count.php?id=$faq_id\">$question</a></li>\n";
}
# close the sql connection
mysqli_close($link);
?>
</ul>
<p><a href="/faq/">More FAQs&hellip;</a></p>

The resulting list markup

The result of the list script is an
unordered list containing 6 random
questions, each with a link to the
faq_count.php script and with a
parameter (in this case a number)
that is passed to that script. This
will enable faq_count.php to find
the correct question in the
database and update the counter…

A script to update the counter
<?php
$id=$_GET['id'];
# if $article has no value or is not a string integer, go to 404
if (!$id || ctype_digit ($id) == FALSE) {
header("location:/error/404.php");
}else{
# link to the database: $link
require ('/home/website/config_files/db_link.inc.php');
# define the query to increase the count
$query = "UPDATE faq SET count=count+1 WHERE faq_id=$id";
# run the query
mysqli_query($link, $query) or die ('Error querying database.');
# check if the id was valid
$valid = mysqli_affected_rows($link);
# close the sql connection
mysqli_close($link);

}
?>

# redirect to the faq link if id is valid or 404 if not
if ($valid == 1){
header("location:/faq/index.php#q$id");
}else{
header("location:/error/404.php");
}

This is the faq_count.php file. First
of all, it gets the parameter value
using GET. It then links to the
database using the same method as
before, adds 1 to the count value
and then closes the link.
The final if statement sends the
user to the FAQ page and to the
answer on that page using the id.
In addition to the main
functionality of the script, we need
to add some data checking because
any data received via GET could be
tainted.
If the data is not as expected, the
script sends the user to 404.

A script to build the FAQ page
<?php
# link to the database: $link
require ('/home/website/config_files/db_link.inc.php');
# query and results set for new forum threads
$query = "SELECT * FROM faq ORDER BY count DESC";
$result = mysqli_query($link, $query) or die ('Error querying database.');
# for each row, set array values to variables and build markup
while ($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result))
{
$faq_id = $row['faq_id'];
$question = $row['question'];
$answer = $row['answer'];
echo "<h2 class=\"elaborate\" id=\"q$faq_id\">$question</h2>\n";
echo "$answer\n\n";
}
# close the sql connection
mysqli_close($link);
?>

The final script lives on the main
FAQ page and builds the list of
questions and answers. There is
HTML above and below for page
header and footer but this is not
shown.
The script connects to the
database, selects all the questions,
ordered by the count value,
descending (largest value first).
It formats each question/answer in
turn using a while loop and then
closes the link.

The resulting FAQ markup

The result of the FAQ building script
is a sequence of <h2> tags
containing the question and
including the unique id, followed by
the answer markup.

Summary
• The FAQ application is built from 4 simple PHP
scripts and a MySQL database.
• Once you have designed and implemented such
an application, you could use it on any site that
required the same functionality...
• ...or you could modify it to do something slightly
different.
• Building a simple application like this is a good
way to learn PHP/MySQL.
• For anything more complex, you may want to find
an alternative approach.

Building your own bespoke
application from PHP and
MySQL is very satisfying but
sometimes it may be more
convenient to use an “off
the peg” solution…

Finding an app for a particular job
• As with many problems,
more than likely, someone
has already found (and built)
a solution.
• HotScripts maintains a
database of PHP scripts that
are (mainly) free to use.
• Currently there are over
16,000 of them covering a
wide range of categories.

Finding an app for a big job
• With a little PHP knowhow, most of the apps
at HotScripts can be modified do to exactly
what you want.
• However, if you want a solution for a major
website component like a blog or a forum or a
full-blown CMS, don’t even think of writing
your own or modifying a found script.
• The building of such components is strictly for
experts or, more usually, teams of experts!

Finding the right component
• As web designers, we are spoilt for choice when it
comes to high quality web applications. Want a
blog? Think of WordPress. Want a forum? Think
of phpBB or IPB or XenForo or vBulletin or SMF...
• Such applications are under constant
development and have a massive user base. They
are ideal components for your busy website but
how do you find the right one and how do you
then install it?
Comparison of Internet forum software

Finding the right application
• The first step in deciding what application you
need is identifying your requirements.
• There's no point simply saying “I want a CMS”.
• You must think, “I want a CMS that does A, B and
C” and then find the application that most closely
satisfies your requirements – some research is
required.
• Occasionally, you may need to compromise but,
these days, most applications are mature and
include many options for setup and configuration.

One-click installs
Most hosting accounts will have some form of oneclick install for popular applications. The screen grab
on the right is the Applications page at Pentangle.
As you can see, it’s simple to install WordPress,
Drupal or Joomla! All you have to do is select the
application you want, and the control panel does
the rest, automatically creating a database and
installing the application files in a folder of your
choice.
The only slight downside to one-click installs is that
they are not always up-to-date with the most recent
version of applications.
So if you want the most recent version or if the
application you want is not available via the control
panel, you will need to do a manual install
yourself…

Installing an application
• The detailed installation procedure for
applications will vary but they all follow the
same basic pattern:
– Download the latest version
– Read the install instructions
– Upload files to your server using FTP
– Create a database and assign a user
– Run the install script which will prompt you for
database details.

Installing WordPress: step 1
WordPress claim that
installation is a simple 5minute process.
Go to WordPress.org and
download the latest
version

Installing WordPress: step 2
The ZIP file contains a file
called readme.html. Read it.

Installing WordPress: step 3

Upload the WordPress files to your webserver.
Here they are uploaded to a folder called “blog”.

Installing WordPress: step 4

Use your hosting control panel to create a new database and
assign a user. This process will vary depending on your host.

Installing WordPress: step 5

Run the install script and enter the details of your database. The database tables are
automatically created for you and sample data inserted.
Once installed, WordPress is easily maintained with a simple update procedure.

Site Integration

Web applications usually install
with a basic style and you will
probably want to modify it in
order to graphically integrate
the app into your site. This is
often referred to as “skinning”.
Some applications make this
easy, using templates, CSS etc.
but some apps make it quite
difficult. Make sure you
understand the skinning
process before making your
final decision when choosing an
app.
If you don't feel up to it
yourself, some applications
allow you to use “themes” that
you can download or buy.

Open Source
• Hang on, we just installed some high-quality
software on a web server and it cost nothing –
how does that work?
• Many web applications (like WordPress) are
“Open Source”, that means the source code is
open to anyone, not only to look at but to use
and re-use.
• Such applications are developed and maintained
by a team of dedicated people, often unpaid.

Does Open Source mean “free”?
• That depends what you mean.
• Open source means you can download and install
the software at no cost but it doesn’t mean open
source software is always the best solution.
• You may find that by spending some money up
front, you get a solution that better matches your
specification and requires less modification.
• Don’t automatically assume that the free solution
is the best.

Test drive applications
It’s not always possible to tell
if an application is going to
suit your requirements
without giving it a test drive.
Open source applications give
you the opportunity to do this
without committing yourself
to a purchase. But some
commercial applications also
allow preview installations, so
take advantage of this.
MyBB is a simple forum application that has a standard install procedure. It’s a good
application to use for getting some practice and experience of installation.

The End

